Using Photos for Illustration
Images or graphics can be used for literal or figurative illustration. Their purpose is to
communicate your message, preserve and image, and capture the viewer’s attention.
Use a photo not just to illustrate but to generate memories and create story. Ask not only who,
when and where about your historic photo, but also why and how, what came before, what
happened after, what was really happening?
Graphics are key to consistent branding across all media. Use your color palette or graphic
element to theme your work(s).

STORY One thematic graphic used different ways
adds beauty without busyness.
keeping some their natural muslin color. Others she changed, using packages of the new
home dye powder, Rit Dye. I still have her quilts made from tobacco pokes.
At age twelve, she set me down and said, “OK, you’re old enough to make a quilt. We’re
going to do that this summer.” I didn’t want to learn it, believe me, I didn’t. But I spent nine
months that year doing it. Aunt Ruby helped teach me that, too. But you can see the difference in
their stitches. I have a huge collection of Mama’s quilts, and I still have the one I made, too.
In cooking, I always chose biscuit and corn bread making, not because I did these, but because
Mama wanted me to enter these contests. At the time I first entered the cornbread and biscuit
contest, I had never tried my hand at baking either cornbread or biscuits, but that didn’t seem to
matter to Mama. She just told me to enter the contest.
It was February of 1957, and as the contest was drawing near Mama began to talk more about
it, where it would be held, and what the prizes would be. I asked, “When are we going to work on
my learning to make cornbread and biscuits?” As was typical of Mama, she never answered my
question. She only said, “Don’t worry about it.” So I didn’t. On Friday night before the contest,
Mama said she would make the cornbread and biscuits and have them ready for me to take to town.
I protested saying, “But I’m supposed to make them.” Mama again said, “Don’t worry about it.”
As promised, the next morning Mama’s biscuits and cornbread were baked, the cornbread was
sliced, and both were wrapped attractively for the contest. Daddy drove me to the high school
cafeteria where the contest was being held. Much to my surprise some of my cousins had entered
the contest and some of the boys from Sneedville had also entered the contest. I never thought that
boys had an interest in this sort of thing, and I was scared of the competition. Suddenly Mama’s
contributions didn’t look as good as the others, and much worse, what if I was asked, “Did you
bake these?”
All the biscuits were placed on one long table with the name of the student and the school.
The cornbread was similarly labeled and placed on another. Grace D. Walker and Robert Haston
were the judges. Mr. Haston was the County Agent from the University of Tennessee Extension
Service, and I remembered when he had been to our farm to help Dad with veterinary duties and
dehorning our cows. I dreaded the moment they sampled Mama’s biscuits and cornbread. I didn’t
want to watch, so I just occupied my brain with thoughts about how 15 types of biscuits must taste
in your mouth at one time. And I wondered how you managed to swallow 20 cornbreads without
some soup beans to mix with them.
The announcement came. Mama’s cornbread and biscuits earned blue ribbons and I walked to
the front with the other winners to have my picture made for the newspaper. Nobody asked if I
had made them. I was relieved of my worries. When Daddy and I got home, Mama asked casually
how it had gone and I told her I had won. She said very little and went about her work. She and I
both knew without comment that Mama had won.
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My Sewing Room, quilt by Karen Cappe, used with permission
to illustrate Time to Tell by Deborah Wilbrink

Your Best Shot starts with In-Camera Composition or framing and use of existing photographs.
Think about your frame in thirds when positioning a shot. Make the following choices
• Focus or Rack Focus?
• Still or Action?
• Close-up, Mid- or Wide Shot?
• Lights or Sunlight?
• Move the Subject?
• Move the Photographer?
• Compose the Entire Shot: background, foreground & edges
Consider using a professional to enhance your photos or to take important ones like a cover
illustration or “head shot.”
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CAPTION CHOICES:
• Consider general length: will they be short, several lines, or vary?
• Justification: left, right, center?
• Periods after fragments, not just sentences, is the standard style.
• Use a distinguishing style
• Pitfall: too much leading between lines.
Layout design is an art. Choose to wrap text around images; graphics within text make for great
illustration. Or for a clean, simple and easy look, place one photo per page or several per page
without text. These can be placed at the beginning or end of chapters, sections, or the entire
book.
SOURCES
Graphics are not just photographs but can be photos of artifacts, places, documents, maps…
Combine stock photos, art work, drawings, artifact photos and historical photographs to get
beautiful illustrations. Notice the background behind these books – it is the top of a wooden
box from my home.

Design Elements & Backgrounds
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Stock photographs and illustrations can be purchased online in a range of prices. Specify your
size (resolution) and file format and usage before you buy. Will you sell the finished product or
give it away may determine the price of the download. Don’t forget to credit where you got it!
Two reliable places to start are Shutterstock.com and stock.adobe.com
Some sites offer free or inexpensive templates to help you design works from PowerPoints to
resumes to e-books! The more illustrations you envision, the more complex is your design.
Search online for your specific project, i.e. “templates for flyers” and browse.
Simple drawings and artworks by you, a friend or family member can also be used with
permission and proper credit.
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR YOUR IMAGE
Resolution is important to the sharpness of your final product.
• Earliest generation: use the original
• Print resolution is High-Res, 300dpi. (dots per inch)
Size is probably in MB.
• Screen resolution for websites, social media or e-book is Low-Res, 72 ppi. (pixels per
inch). Size is probably in KB.
• Resolution is a setting for
• cameras
• scanners
• E-mail & texts (choose “ORIGINAL” or largest size)
• Image manipulation software like Photoshop offers target image resolution and size
settings.
• Scan images at higher resolution and (if needed) convert to lower if you are enhancing
the image.
• Example: 1200 dpi Tiff scan helps if a lot of work is needed on the photo. After
enhancement, it will be saved at 300dpi, probably in jpg format
FORMAT
• .JPG – standard (quality range- set to high for print)
• .PDF – more often for document images
• .TIFF – covert to smaller format
COLOR MODES
• CMYK - Print
• RGB – Screens/Web
• GREY SCALE or BLACK & WHITE
• Okay
• Use color & change later if there will be enhancement
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Automatic Setting Choices in scans
or photo software

Original.

Auto Sepia.

Restored Grey
Scale.

Albright Mays Nicholson, circa 1900.
Courtesy, Libby Nicholson collection, used in Family Findings Vol. 1
©2019 Elizabeth Anne Nicholson
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Always Credit Your Source. (not a legal guide). Examples:
©2019 Duane Henley. Used by permission.
All photos are from the personal collection of the Author with the exception of p. 7, right,
courtesy of Duane Henley, ©2014.
•
•
•
•
•

Stock photos: Purchase rights. Cost goes up for commercial, i.e. for sale use. Download
the use, resolution & format wanted.
Free. Public Domain. Creative Commons License or PD-Art License
Copyright duration is complex. Life plus 70 years or 95 or 120 years, depending on the
nature of authorship.
Always attribute the source of a photo: Website, Photographer.
Do NOT use photos found on the web without proper permission & attribution! This is
plagiarism.

Ghost-writing & Editing
Layout & Print Supervision

Deborah Wilbrink
615-417-8424
perfectmem@gmail.com
PerfectMemoirs.com
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